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Company: China Mobile International Limited

Location: Thailand

Category: other-general

ICT Engineer (Thailand)Asia Pacific RegionThailandThailand SubsidiaryEngineering - Data

Centre, Engineering - NetworkingMiddleApply

Responsibility

To attend meetings with potential Clients; determine technical requirements, and ensure that

all necessary information is collated prior to producing a solution

Create internal design configuration documentation including process diagrams with technical

explanations and Perform technical development for bespoke solutions as part of a design

and development framework

To structure and produce compelling technical documentation/ proposal outlining the cost

savings and benefits to clients using CMI products and other ICT solutions

Prepares and delivers customer presentations and demonstrations of the solution,

articulately and confidently

Participates and Interacts with CMI HQ Team to align and come up with appropriate solution

for customer

Requirements

Bachelor's degree or above in Telecommunication / Computer Engineering or related

disciplines.

5 years Pre-Sales experience in managing deployment of ICT / ISP Managed Services, end-
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to-end Enterprise Solutions would be considered

Knowledge of telecommunication technical requirements and appropriate solution

Knowledge of Network, Network Security, Data Center and ICT Solution (Cloud, SD WAN,

etc) are preferred

Knowledge in ICT brands, BOM, System Integration and IT solutions recommendations

Advanced proficiency in all Microsoft products Excel, Word, Outlook and MS Projects

Positive attitude, strong communication skills, Strong presentation, organization and time

management skills

Excellent written and verbal communication skills in Chinese and English
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